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IT’S A MAD STAMPEDE FOR POWER

Five Way Race for
Tripod Seats
Through the official Revelwood word of
mouth system , Junk Mail has learned that
five citizens have announced their intent
to sit along side the Iron Baron at the next
Pipe and Pint. However, there can be only
two.
The alleged citizens are Calador, Conner,
Jung Mei, Olaf and The Vicar. However,
it is not clear who is seeking which throne.
It has been recently discovered that one of
the citizens has not declared the specific throne of ambition. He didn’t say if it
was the Physical Throne, The Spiritual Throne or the Baronial Throne itself.
Therefore it would be inappropriate to presume anything.
It is also interesting to note that so far, there have not been any women declaring
an interest to be seated on the Tripod of Power. However, there is still time. The
Art Show (June 12) will provide the forum for the declared candidates to further
describe to the White Cups and the Citizens of Revelwood their intentions and
provide an idea of their vision of the future of Revelwood.
As the process continues, Junk Mail and the Revelwood Web Page will keep
you informed of all the late breaking news. Remember, stay with JM & RWP...
“It’s Everything We Want You To Know!”

“ Organizing Revelwooders is
like herding cats... some hiss at
you, some run away yowling,
but most just ignore you and
lick their paws.”
Rob O’ the Woood
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To Hell and Back
As promised, the White Cups brought us a little taste of their world at this year’s
Party at the End of the Universe... it was down to Hades we went. The sights and
sounds at Dante’s Inferno Room were wickedly wild as the most unusual
collection of demons, devils, anti-Mormons and lawyers wandered about in
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